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A NE'_OD FOR FREDKCTING THE ELEVATOR

DEFLECTION REQUIRED TO LAND

By R. Fabian Goranson

SD%I_,:ARY

A method is presented for predicting from basic

airplane characteristics the elovator deflection required

to maintain optimism landing attitude. Charts for

evalu_tlng the components of the equation for the

elevator deflection required to land, as well as a

comparison of computed and measured values for 15 air-

planes, are included. This comparison of experimental

and computed results shows that, for preliminary design
purposes, the elevator deflection required to land can

be satisfactorily predicted from the basic airplane

dimensions. Because of variations in piloting technique,
the computed deflection is considered as the minimum

value required to maintain landing attitude.

A simplified method of obtaining the downwash angle

near the ground and a limited analysis of the effect of

flap t_e and deflection on tho aerodynamic-center

location and pitching-moment coefficient are presented
as appendixes.

INTRODUCTION

An important consideration in the horizontal-tail

design is the provision of adequate olevator power to

maintain optimum landing abtitude. In view of this

fact, flight measurements of elevator deflections used

during landings were published in reference i; however

no analytical method for estimating the elevator
deflection required to land was available at that time.

The present study was thersfore undertaken in order to

develop a method by which estimates of the elevator

deflection required to land could be determined from

the basic dimensions of a preliminary layout.
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PREDICTION OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTIONS REQUIRED TO LA}_

Method of Analysis

The eq_._illbrium equation of reference 2 has been
extended b7 means of references 3 and 4 to include the

grothud effect on the downwash angle, wake location, and

tail pitching moment. The ground effect on the wing

and fuselage pitching moments has been neglected because
available data indicate that these effects are small

and inconsistent.

By considering the ground effects and solving for
the elevator deflection, the equilibri_n equation is

8e =_ - it - aT

-CLSwd + Cma.o. Swc"+ K[_[raTD2Zp + KFaFWF2L F
+ (])

where basic dimensions are illustrated in figure i and

the symbols are defined as follows with references for

evaluation:

6_ elevator deflection with respect to stabilizer,

degrees; oositive when trailing edge is down

elevator effectiveness factor (fig. 2)

<dCNt/dat /

dCNt/dSe

I •

dCNt/dat

A

r

rate of change of horizontal-tail normal-
force coefficient with elevator

deflection, per degree

rate cf change of horizontal-tall normal-

force coefficient with angle of attack

at altitude, per degree (fig. 3)

wing aspect ratio

factor in expression for slope of normal-
force curve for tail surfaces with

end plates
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i t

a T

w

V

CL

qo

Sw

d

C

b

bf

d G

Cma.c o

c

downwash angle at elevator hinge axis, degrees
(aopendix A or reference 3)

angle of incidence of stabilizer relative to

thrust axis, degrees; positlve when leading

edge is up

angle of attack of thrust axis with respect to
relative wind, degrees; that is, sml_of thrust-

W
axis attitude at contact and 57.5_

_ _ _V

vertical velocity at contact, feet per
s e c end

true airspeed, feet per second

lift coefficient at w._ch airplane is operating

(Li ft/q oSw )

free-stream dzrnamic pressure pounds per

square foot

•"'_?ng area, includirg section through fuselage

and ailerons, square feet

distance, measured parallel to gro_nd, from

center of gravity to aerod_Fnamic center of

mean aerod_u_a_Ic chord, feet (fig. i);

positive when aerod__amic center is behind

center of gravity; aerodynamic-center location

should be corrected for effect of flap

deflection (appendix B)

chord of airfoil, feet

wing scan, feet

flap span, feet

vertical distarce from ground to root

quarter-chord point of horizontal tail,
feet (fig. I)

wing pitching-moment coefficient about aero-
dynamic center

mean aerod_amic chord, feet



Kp

D

P

KF

_F

wF

LF

_N

w N

LN

NN

qt/qo

Cd o

CL_ G

CL_

empirical propeller coefficient (0.0113)

m_ber of propellers

diameter of prop_l!er, feet (fig. I)

distance from center of gravity to propeller
plane measured parallel to thrust ax_s,

feet (fig. l)

fuselage and engine-nacelle moment coefficient
(flg. 4)

angle of attack of fuselage with respect to
relative wind, degrees

maximum fuselage width, feet (fig. I)

over-all fuselage length, feet (fig. I)

angle of attack of nacelle with respect to

relative wind, degrees

maximum width of engine nacelle, feet (fig. i)

over-all length of engine nacelle, estimated to

be streamline body, feet (fig. l)

ntm_ber of nacelles

ratio of dTu_amic pressure over horizontal tall

to free-stream d_u_;_ic pressure (0. 9 minus

losses due to wake; fig. 5)

section profile-drag coefficient

slope of normal-fo_'ce-coeffic_ent curve for

horizontal tail as co_rec_ed for ground
_.ot_N t Z,a _'_

effect, oer deg1_ee ,d_t
\

rat$o of slope of !ift-coefflclent curve

near ground to slope of lift-coefficient
curve at altitude (fig. 6; use aspect

ratio and span of horizontal tail)
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_t

St

CL_ slopeper ofdegree!ift-c°_ efic_) nt(2_G - curve

at altitude,

slope of lift-coefficiei_t curve near grou_.d,
per degree

horizontal d__stance from airplane center of

gravity to elevator hinge axis, feet (fig. l)

total horizontal-toil area including section

_' square feetthrough _ aselage,

Discussion of Components off Equation (i)

Of the various components in equation (I), one of

the largest contributions to the elevator deflection

required to land is the change in dowmwash angle as the

airplane approaches the ground. Since the ground effect

on the downwash angle _s amply discussed in reference 3,
it is sufficient to note that the decrease in downwash

angle requires a substantially greater increase in the

elevator deflection to maintain trim; that is, the

increment of elevator deflection is equal to the change

in downwash angle divi4ed by the elevator effectiveness

factor, The downwash angle near the ground may be

determined by the method of appendix A or by the method
of reference 3 for airplanes with tail lengths beyond

the range of the charts given in appendix A. Judgment

must be exercised in estimating the effect of flaps on

the downwash angle because recent tests have indicated

that large gaps between the flap and the fuselage may
result in an upwash at the tail.

The lift characteristics of an airfoil in the

presence of the ground are usually expressed in terms

of a decrease in angle of attack _ for a given lift
coefficient. This relationship (reference 4) is

expressed as

where

_CL

c . e-2.l_8(2dG//b)0"768
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Since the tail moment is calculated from the tail load,

the ground effect on the tail can be expressed most

conveniently as an increase in the slope of the tail
no_nal-foree curve. In figure 6, the ratio of lift-

curve slope near the ground to lift-curve slope at

altitude is presented as a function of aspect ratio

and height above the gro_lud. These curves were plotted

for a lift-curve slops of O.lOc_ per degree at infinite

aspect ratio on the assttmptlon that the ground effect
on aspect ratio (reference 4) is

A

AG= i -a

where AG is the effective aspect ratio near the ground.
Since the ground effect is expressed as a ratio of lift-

curve slope near the ground to lift-curve slope at
altitude, variations in lift-curve slope of the order

of I0 percent from the assumed value do not materially
affect the results of figure 6.

In order to evaluate correctly the horizontal-tail

requirements due to the pitching moment of the wing lift
about the center of gravity, the horizontal distance

between the aerodynamic center and the center of gravity d

must be measured at landing attitude, particularly when

the vertical distance between the center of gravity and the

aerodynamic center is quite large as in a high-wlng mono-
plane. The movement of the aerodyns_mic center with flap

deflection is also of primary importance in determining
the distance d. A llmi_ed analysis of the effect of

flap deflection on the aerodynmmic-center location is

presented in appendix B.

The usual practice of landing an airplane "tall

low" often requires the horizonta! tail to operate within

the wing wake. The dynamic pressure may therefore be

reduced below the average value of 0.gq o as reco._ended

in reference 2. The loss of dynamic pressure due to the

wake may be estimated by the charts of figure 5.

As is indicated in reference 2, the propeller

coefficient 1(p is an empirical correction applied to

bring the calculated stability criterion dSe/d_ into

agreement with measured values. Using this single value

of Kp gives good accuracy in estimating the propeller

effects for two- or three-blade propellers but, for
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high-solidity or dual-rotating propellers, it may b_3
necessary to make a more exact evaluation by considoring
separately the normal forces acting on the propelle_ _,
the effect of wing upwas_ on the propeller, and the
effect of propeller downwash on the tail. Since the
entire contribution of the propeller to the elevator
deflection is usually less than 2°, errors of relatively
large percentage in computing the propeller effects
result in negligible errors in the elevator deflection.

TEST PROCEDD_EA_TDRESULTS

Line drawings of 15 alrplanes with which landing
tests have been made are shown in figure 7 and the
physical characteristics of these airplanes are given
in table I. Except for ai#plane 5, !a1_ding data
obtained wlth airplanes I to 9 included phototheodolite
records synchronized with NACA airspeed and control-
position recorders. Prom t_e phototheodolite records,
the attitude of the airplane at contact, as well as
the vertical velocity during the landing approach, was
obtained. For the tests in which phototheodolite records
are not available, it was necessary to rely on the
Judgement of the pilot and an observer to choose mild
three-point landings. It may be noted that all the
airplanes for which data on the vertical velocity at
contact are not available have a relatively high landing
speed and therefore the vertical velocity attained in a
normal landing would add only a small increment to the
angle of attack of the thrust axis.

The data oresented in reference ! shov., that different
landing techniques ma_7result in wide variations (as
m_ch as I0 ° between the maximtml and minim_1 values) in
the elevator deflection required to land. In comparing
any two landings, however, the differences in elevator
@ef!ection required to land can be credited mostly to
changes in landing speed (and consequently to changes
in angle of attack, lift coefficient_ and downwash angle)
and to differences in vertical velocity - all of which
are factors considered in the present analysis.

The pitching velocity and associated damping forces,
accelerations, and pitching moments due to drag forces
are factors that may contribute to the elevator deflection
required to land but are neglected in this analysis. The
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agreement between computed and experimental elevator
defl,_ctions required to land indicates that these
omissions do not seriously affect the results.

CO_JPUTEDRESULTS

.In order to check the validity of the proposed
method for computing the elevator deflections required
to land, elevator deflections were computed for each of
the airplanes of table I. A comparison of the computed
and experimental results is shown in figure 8.

_querever possible, data required to compute the
elevator deflections were obtained from flight tests;
thus the lift coefficient for each landing was computed
from the recordod landing speed and gross weight at the
t_m8 of the landing, and the angle of attack due to
vertical velocity was computed from the phototheodolite
records. Although such data would obviously not be
available _or predicting elevator deflections for a
model in the pr,31iminary design stages, the use of
these data is Justifiable in comparing specific computed
and experimental results; that __s, the comparisons in
figure 8 are made for only one landing for which all
flight conditions affecting tn_ required e_vatorcontrolwere
available and the corresponding analytical corrections
were computed. The section profile-drag coefficient Cdo

and increment of lift coefficient due to flaps CLf were
estimated from charts of reference 5. All other factors
were computed bymeans of the charts and methods in the
present r_port.

It is apparent from the comparison of experimental
and computed elevator deflections in figure S that, for
the propeller-id!ing condition, the elevator deflection
required to land can be satisfactorily predicted for
preliminary- design purposes by the mothod given. Because
of the effects of variations in landing technique
previously discussed, the computed elevator deflection
should be considered as the minimum value required to
maintain the landing attitude.

A comparison of the variation with center-of-gravlty
location of the computed and measured elevator deflecb_on
required to land at three-polnt attitude is presented in
figure 9 for airplane I0.

I



DESIGN C0NSIDERATI0[TS

Although equation (I) presents a method for computing

the elevator deflection required to land, the design

application is not limited to detemaining the up-elevator
range. Another application is the determination of the
minimum ratio of elevator area to total tail area as a

function of center-of-gravity location or gross weight
if the elevator characteristics are known. This

minimum ratio of elevator area to ta_l area is of

parblcular importance because of the conflict between

desirable control in /'light and desirable landing
control; that is, a narrow-chord elevator lessens

the difficulties in obtaining light stick forces but

may not be powerful enough to maintain control during
a landing.

Oi_CLUS 101_iS

A method Js developed for predicting from basic

airplane characteristics the elevator deflection required

to maintain ootimum landing attitude. A comparison of

results computed by this method with available experi-
mental results indicated the follo_ing conclusions:

I. For the propeller-idling condition, the elevator

deflection required to land can be satisfactorily
predicted for preliminary design purposes from the

basic dimensions of th_ airplane.

2. Because of variations in landing technique, the
computed elevator deflection should be considered as

the minim_m value required to maintain the landing
attitude.

3. The largest contribution to the elevator

deflection required to land is the change in the down-

wash angle as the a_rplane approaches the ground.

Langley _iemorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Langley Field, Va.
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APPENDIX A

DOW_ffASIIANGLESNEaR THE GROU_D

By the simplified me_bod of reference 5, the wake

location has been calculated for various wing configu-

rations and _eights above the ground for tail lengths

of 0.6 b, 0.85, and I.(_. These data are presented in

figure I0. Straight-line interpolation between curves

yields results comparable with values calculated by
the method of reference 5.

S_nbols used in the computation of the do_nwash

angle that have not been previously defined are as
follows :

i/k wing taper ratio (Cs/C t)

cs root choi_d of win_, feet

ct tip chord of wing, feet

lift coefficient at particular angle of attack,
flaps retracted

CLf Increase of lift coefficient, at same angle of

attack, due to flap deflection

X longitudinal distance from elevator hinge axis to

quarter-chord point of root section, semispans

vertical distance from ground to wake origin at

root section, semispans

m vertical distance from elevator hinge axis to wake

origin at root section, measured normal to
relative wind (positive if hinge axis _s above

wake origin), semispans

h downward displacement of center llne of wake from

its origin at trailing edge, measured normal to

relative wind, semlspans

h o downward displacement of wake origin from trailing

edge of __n_ when flap is deflected, semispans
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cf

longitudinal distance from elevator hinge axis to
trailing edge of root section, semispans

flap chord, feet; measured at root to determine
ratio cf/c s

The downwash at the tall may be computed by the
following procedure:

(i) Determine A, I/_, bf/b, CLw, CLf , x, z, and m.
All distances (fig. I!) are measured at landing attitude
in semispans parallol or perpendicular to the relative
wind. The location of the wake origin with respect to
the wing trailing edge ho may be readily determined
from figure 12.

(2) From figure I0, determine hw due to plain
wing.

(3) From figure I0, determine hf due to flap.

(4) Determine net value of h by

h = C_hw + CLfh f

This equation is strictly true only as long as the
angles involved are small; that is,

where

tan Cw + tan _f = tan ¢

E = Ew + cf

Since the dowmwash angle c is usually less than i0 °,

the equation is essentially exact.

(5) From downwash charts of reference 5, deter-

mine c by

ci  [cw(x,m + h) - Cw(X, 2z + m - h)]£

where the subscripts of Cw and cf signify that these
values are to be read from the downwash charts for the

plain wing and for the flap, respectively.
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(6) Add wake correction of figure 13.
figure 15 distances are in root chords.

Note that in

(7) Subtract correction due to reflected wing wake
as determined from figure 13 with height above wake
center line equal to 2z + m - h. This correction is
usually very small and can be n_glocted.

I
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AP PE_VD IX B

ESTZ_JATION OF AERODYNA_,_YC-CENTER LOCATI0hV AND PITCHING-

_,{O_,IFNTCOEFFICIENT WITil FLAPS DEFLECTED

A limited study of the effect of flap deflection on

the aerodynamic-center location and pltching-moment

coefficient of NACA 250-serles airfoils has been made

for the airfoil-flap arrangements shown in figure 14.

The aerod_namic-center location and pitching-moment
coefficients were computed by the method of reference 6

from data of references 7 to 14. The results are

presented in figures 15 and 16.

It must be remembered that the concept of an aero-

dynamic center is a device for presenting pitching-

moment data in convenient form and that, particularly

for alrfoil-flap comblnat_on_, no point exists about

which the pitching moment is constant throughout the

lift range. Although only the corresponding computed

pitching-moment coefficients and aerodynamic-center

locations should strictly be used together, the use of

faired values is permissible when the aerodynamic-center

location and pitching-moment coefficient show a regular

variation with flap deflection. Dashed lines are used

in figure 15 to connect computed points that do not
show a regular variation.

In order to expedite computation of the elevator

deflection, several elaborate methods for evaluating

wing pitching-moment coefficients from section data

were discarded in favor of the simplified method of

weighting the pitch_ng-moment coefficient of the

flapped and unflapped wing sections according to the

product of the affected area and its mean aerodynamic

chord. Satisfactory accuracy was obtained by assuming

that the flaps affect only the flapped portion of the

wing. An effective aerodynamic-center location was

determined with the same assumption.

Figure 17 shows a typical wing with a partial-

span flap that does not extend to the wing center line.

In this arrangement, only the area blanketed by the

flap is considered to be the flapped area whereas, in

computing downwash angles, the flap is considered to

extend to the wing center line. Although the lift
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due to deflecting F.artial-span flaps is generally
asst_ued to carry through the fuselage, the aerodynamic
center of thJs additional i_ft apparently moves forward
over the unflapped portion ef the wing so that its

" pitching-moment ccefficient (and consequently its
aerod_uas_io center) remains nearly equal to that of the
plain wing.

On this basis the weighted effective Ditching-
moment coefficient _ can be expressed as

_£Ia. c °

Sctr_ctrCm(a.c.)_O_ + Sf_fc_a,c .)_.+ Stlp_tipC_a. .C.)o (2)
Cma. c. - --

, SctrT.ctr 4. Sfcf + StipCti p

-_- is section pitching-where S _s surface area, cma.c"
1

mom._nt coefficient with. fl._av;s-_etracted, and the sub-
., °

scriots .are def;ned as follows:

0 plain 'airfoil

ctr center oortion of wing

f flaoped portion of wing

tip tip portion of wing

_quen the pitching-moment coefficients in the

equation (2) are replaced by the aerodynamic-center

locations in percent chord, a weighted effoctive

aerod_unamic-center location in percent of the wing
mean aerodynamic chord is obtained.

The mean aerodynamic chord may be approximated

with sufficient accuracy by

C

=y s + ct Cs + otJ
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Fig. 1 NACA ARR No. L4116

Figure I.- Basic dimensions used in calculating elevator
deflection required to land.
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Figure 12.- Downward displacement of wake origin as a function

of flap deflection. (Data from reference 5.)



Fig. 13 NACA ARR No. L4116
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Figure 15.- Wake effect on downwash. Effects equal but of
opposite sign below wake cente2. (From reference 3.)



NACA ARR No. L4116 Fig. 14
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Figure 14.- Airfoil-flap combinations investigated.



Fig. 15a NACA ARR No. L4116
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NACA ARR No. L4116 Fig. 15b
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Figs. 16,17 NACA ARR No. L4116
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